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Elevate Receives Prestigious Award as Top 
Association Learning Management System (LMS) 

 
(Columbia, MD – Dec. 4, 2016) CommPartners, an award-winning Learning Management System, Web Events, 
and eLearning provider, is honored to be recognized by Talented Learning as the association community’s 
second-best LMS provider. Released in 2014, the once newcomer, Elevate, is now standing-out amid the 
competition, having earned its place as a distinguished frontrunner. Elevate customers describe the platform as 
one of the sleekest, most flexible and cost-effective solutions, making it the perfect fit for associations of any size 
and type.  
 
What differentiates Elevate from the rest?   
 
Nimble & Intuitive Infrastructure 
Tired of being coerced into static, cookie-cutter layouts with little customization options? Elevate takes an 
alternate approach and empowers each customer with full latitude of their design and layout specifications. This 
flexible platform, intact with SSO integration points, allows for parity among all technologies a customer employs, 
and delivers a seamless, intuitive experience for participants, and staff.      

 
Free Integrated Webinar Tool 
Learning objects come in many forms, and CommPartners encourages customers to offer a continuum of programs 
that appeal to different content areas and learning modalities. After all, a knowledge community is only as good as 
the resources and learning opportunities found within. To help customers expand their Elevate learning 
community with formal web programs and/or informal learning connections, CommPartners provides a 
complimentary, fully-integrated webinar tool, EventCenter™.      
 
Low-Cost Disruptor  
CommPartners understands that association professionals have a responsibility to be faithful stewards of their 
organization’s resources. Indeed, investing in a successful professional education program requires a financial 
commitment, but costs shouldn’t out-pace efforts and growth. Elevate has all the expected bells and whistles—plus 
more—with a sensible, sustainable fee structure.      
 
Understanding of Professional Learning  
Unlike other LMS providers that focus solely on the nuts and bolts of their technology, CommPartners specializes in 
a deeper, more holistic approach. Their unwavering philosophy is straightforward—learning strategy first, and 
technology second. CommPartners has a diverse group of professionals with backgrounds in instructional design, 
event management, technology development and customization, association leadership, and client-partner 
advocacy, providing their customers with unparalleled service, expertise and assurance.      
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“This unique platform was created in response to the ultimate LMS wish-list of education professionals,” shares 
Chief Elevate Developer and COO, John Volentine. “We listened to what the community needed, carefully studied 
learning trends, scanned the competitive environment, and relied on our historical experience to develop and 
launch our very own Learning Management System. From its initial conception, my goal with Elevate has always 
been to serve our loyal association community with a robust platform that can help them grow, remain relevant, 
and generate revenue. I can confidently say we delivered on all counts and look forward to seeing their successes.”   

 
About CommPartners 
CommPartners provides online education and event services to the association community. The company‘s mission 
is focused on providing a well-planned and intelligent approach to sharing of knowledge, with a core focus on 
creating positive user experiences.  Over 1,300 associations have selected CommPartners to manage their 
eLearning programs. The CommPartners team is diverse, and together they share a common passion: to be 
strategic thinkers, dedicated to advancing a client’s mission through exceptional education programs. 
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